Tuesday, September 26 -- JUDGE: Mrs. Becky Martin

BULLMASTIFF FUTURITY: 6-9 MO. PUPPY DOG.

1  95  BANSTOCKN’ HIGHPOINTS LIKE A ROCK.  WS556213101.  01-03-17.
   BREEDER(S): HELEN NIETSC, MICHELE MCGOVERN, KELLYE ST JOHN
   SIRE/DAM: CH HIGHPOINTS FOUR ON THE FLOOR X CH HIGHPOINTS N BANSTOCK’S KEEP CALM & CARRY ON
   OWNER(S):MICHELE MCGOVERN & HELENE NIETSC & KELLY ST JOHN

BULLMASTIFF FUTURITY: 5-12 MO. PUPPY DOG.

1  43  ROCKWOOD WRITTEN IN ROCK AT ZEPHRYSONG.  WS55590902.  11-11-16.
   BREEDER(S): MARY ELLEN BERCEL, RICHARD BERCEL, CHRIS LEZOTTE, ALAN KALTER
   SIRE/DAM: GCH BRAMSTOKE’S CARVED IN STONE X CH HAPPYLEGS MOVES LIKE JAGGER
   OWNER(S):SUSAN GOARE SMITH & MARY ELLEN BERCEL

BULLMASTIFF FUTURITY: 6-9 MO. PUPPY BITCH.

1  154  HIGHPOINT N’ BANSTOCK’S DON’T HARP ON IT.  WS56213102.  01-03-17.
   BREEDER(S): MICHELLE MCGOVERN & HELENE NIETSC & KELLYE ST JOHN
   SIRE/DAM: CH HIGHPOINT’S FOUR ON THE FLOOR X CH HIGHPOINT N’ BANSTOCK’S KEEP CALM & CARRY ON
   OWNER(S):MICHELLE MCGOVERN & HELENE NIETSC & KELLY ST JOHN

BULLMASTIFF FUTURITY: 9-12 MO. PUPPY BITCH.

1  28  GAFFLE’S LADY DOROTHY OF WATERWOOD.  WS55900613.  12-10-16.
   BREEDER(S): KATHY KOCHER
   SIRE/DAM: CH GAFFLE’S OXFORD DON  X  GCHB CH GAFFLE’S MOT JUSTE HERME’S
   OWNER(S):LINDA GRAFF

2  30  HAPPYLEGS MICKI’S ROONEY.  WS55590904.  11-11-16.
   BREEDER(S): MARY ELLEN BERCEL & RICHARD BERCEL & ALAN KALTER & CHRIS LEZOTTE
   SIRE/DAM: GCH BRAMSTOKE’S CARVED IN STONE X CH HAPPYLEGS MOVES LIKE JAGGER
   OWNER(S):ALAN KALTER & CHRIS LEZOTTE

BULLMASTIFF FUTURITY: 12-15 MO. JUNIOR DOG.

1  175  HURRICANE’S ALFA OMEGA.  WS54210601.  05-31-16.
   BREEDER(S): LISA TREMBLAY & CLAUDIA TREMBLAY
   SIRE/DAM: MARCONIAN N RIDGETOPSM THUNDER ROAD X HURRICANE’S BLUE JEAN BAY OF RODEL
   OWNER(S):LISA TREMBLAY & CLAUDIA TREMBLAY

BULLMASTIFF FUTURITY: 9-12 MO. JUNIOR BITCH.

1  176  GAFFLE’S LEADER OF THE REBEL ALLIANCE.  WS54902201.  07-09-16.
   BREEDER(S): KATHY KOCHER
   SIRE/DAM: CH ON-IT’S CLASSIC BENTLEY OF GAFFLE  X  GCH GAFFLE’S GRANDE DAME VIVIENNE WESTWOOD GOLD LABEL, CGC
   OWNER(S):JESSICA ROSE

BULLMASTIFF FUTURITY: 15-18 MO. JUNIOR DOG.

1  192  HURRICANES ECHO ECHO “I HEAR VOICES”.  WS54210602.  05-31-16.
   BREEDER(S): LISA TREMBLAY & CLAUDIA TREMBLAY
   SIRE/DAM: MARCONIAN N RIDGETOPSM THUNDER ROAD X HURRICANE’S BLUE JEAN BAY OF RODEL
   OWNER(S):LISA TREMBLAY & CLAUDIA TREMBLAY

2  206  ISHANA N CABBERIN’S MOON SHADOW’S OVER HURRICANE’S  WS53902306.  04-26-06.
   BREEDER(S): ANNA B. FIGUEROA
   SIRE/DAM: LEATHERNECK ISHANA SHADOBOXR  X  CABBERIN’S MOONLIGHT FANTASY AT ISHANA
   OWNER(S):LISA TREMBLAY & JANET EKSTROM

BULLMASTIFF FUTURITY: 15-18 MO. JUNIOR BITCH.

1  208  HURRICANE RISINGSUN MOONLIGHT TANGO.  WS54210605.  05-31-16.
   BREEDER(S): LISA TREMBLAY & CLAUDIA TREMBLAY
   SIRE/DAM: MARCONIAN N RIDGETOPSM THUNDER ROAD X HURRICANE’S BLUE JEAN BAY OF RODEL
   OWNER(S):LISA TREMBLAY & CATHY CHOFFY & DEBORAH ROCCO

BEST DOG IN FUTURITY:  43  BEST BITCH IN FUTURITY:  192